
Study guide for the midterm

Here are a list of subjects that will be covered on the final (which is comprehensive):

− Data and information

− How do these differ?

− Pointers and addresses
− Memory allocation

− Stack

− “Heap”: traditional single heap or more modern version with separated allocations

− Relative cost of use

− Advantages of each

− Algorithm analysis

− Asymptotes and complexity

− Definitions of O(N), Ω(N), and Θ(N)

− Time complexity and space/bit complexity

− Identifying levels of complexity (for example, O(N) versus O(N2) time complexity)

− Lists

− Singly linked lists

− Doubly linked lists

− Stacks
− Queues
− Dequeues (deques)
− Trees

− General trees

− Binary trees

− Binary search trees

− AVL trees

− Single rotation

− Double rotation

− B-trees

− Tree traversals

− Hashing
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− Hash tables

− Hash functions

− Collision resolution

− Separate chaining

− Linear probing

− Quadratic probing

− Double hashing

− Rehashing

− Perfect hashing

− Cuckoo hashing

− Hopscotch hashing

− Heaps

− Heap property

− Binary heap operations: insert, deleteMin, decreaseKey

− Other forms of heaps: d-heaps, leftist heaps, skew heaps, binomial queues

− Sorting

− Insertion sort

− Shellsort

− Heapsort

− Mergesort, including analysis of its performance

− Quicksort

− Radix sorting

− External sorting and online algorithms

− Disjoint sets problem

− Equivalence relations and partitioning

− Implementation of the classic algorithm

− Smart union ideas: union-by-size and union-by-height

− Path compression

− Graphs

− Definitions of graphs and related ideas

− Representation issues

− Topological sorting

− Shortest path problem
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− Dijkstra’s algorithm

− All-pairs shortest path problem

− Doublets (aka word ladders)

− Minimum spaning tree

− Prim’s algorithm

− Kruskal’s algorithm

− The traveling salesman problem

− C++’s standard library

− Lists

− Vectors

− Unordered maps

The primary data structures to review are lists, queues, stacks, trees, hashes, heaps,
disjoint sets, and general graphs.

You should be familiar with the properties of each (for example, a binary search tree
specifies that each parent has two children, and that the value of the parent is greater
than/less than both children, and that the left child is greater than/less than the right
child). You should also be aware of how to add items and remove items from most of these
(you don’t have to worry about removing items from graphs or disjoint sets, though.) You
should also be able to do any explicit structure preserving operations, such as rotations
in AVL trees.

With regard to complexity, you should be able to generally infer the complexity of
loops and simple recursion; you should be able to give a definition for O(n), Θ(n), and
Ω(n).
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